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Purpose:  Radiotherapy retreatment (radical or palliative) is 
useful in selected patients. Two recent publications provided 
methods for estimating changes in spinal radio-tolerance with 
time between initial radiotherapy and retreatment, but with 
important limitations.    
Materials and methods: A model was developed to find a 
temporal relationship between the percentages of the 
tolerance biological effective doses (%BED) for two treatment 
courses. The primate data of Ang et al (2010), isoeffective 
for a 10% incidence of myelitis, with re-treatment intervals 
of 1, 2 and 3 years provided the fitting parameters. As 
summarised in Jones and Hopewell (2014), rodent studies 
used shorter intervals (~ 6 months), spinal tissue recovery 
starts around 70 days after first treatment courses, and 
appears dose related (experiments showed little or no 
recovery six months after initial low dose treatments around 
20-30% of %BED tolerance).  
Thus recovery displays different time scales contingent on 
the initial dose. In the longer term, slow normal tissue 
turnover may allow recovery after low initial doses. This is 
consistent with lack of reported clinical experience of severe 
effects in low dose regions of the central nervous system, 
away from the primary target volume of the initial 
treatment, when compared with fully treated volumes at 
extended re-treatment times.  
Results: The previous work is modified to incorporate the 
above processes to yield estimates for BED2, the %tolerance 
BED after an elapsed time, t, and  BED1, the initial %tolerance 
BED dose. The Probit model is used to extrapolate from 
primate data to the clinical situation, where the incidence of 
myelitis is much lower.  
 
 
The fitted solid curves, with more conservative hatched 
curves, are presented in the Figure, with a superposition of 
both the primate (circles) and rodent data sets (asterisks), 
the latter isoeffective for a 50% incidence of myelitis. This is 
the best available quantitative model, though it must be used 
cautiously in humans where greater longevity and other 
causes for reduced spinal tolerance may concur. So, human 
doses should be below the curves shown. 
A further challenge is to use RBE models to allocate the BEDs 
for charged hadron therapy (protons or ions), which may 
further spare normal tissues and be useful in re-treatments. 
Two examples are given in the table. 
 
 
Conclusions: The new model allows re-treatment dose 
estimation within the time window of 70 days to three years 
after the initial course, and can be adapted for 
hadrontherapy. It should be used cautiously in clinical 
practice by choosing doses lower than predicted. 
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Heating caused by pulsed proton beam energy deposition 
generates a thermoacoustic signal. Based on time-of-flight 
(TOF) calculations, the arrival time of the acoustic waves can 
be used to verify the range of the proton beam(1, 2). The 
goal of this work is to assess the clinical potential of the 
technique by experimentally measuring the acoustic signal 
generated by a proton beam from a hospital-based source 
and to measure the accuracy of the TOF range verification.  
To create a short, intense pulsed proton beam in a hospital 
setting, an electronic function generator was used to 
modulate the IBA C230 isochronous cyclotron at the 
University of Pennsylvania's Roberts Proton Therapy Center. A 
submerged hydrophone measured the acoustic emissions 
generated by the proton beam in water. The acoustic 
measurements were repeated with variable proton current 
and increasing distance between detector and beam. To 
model the expected acoustic signal, simulations were 
performed and compared to experimental results.  
The cyclotron produced proton spills with pulsewidths of 18 
µs and a maximum measured instantaneous proton current of 
790 nA. The collected acoustic signal was on the order of 
mPa, and the pressure amplitude increased monotonically 
with increasing proton current. Based on the observed 
relationship between detector distance and acoustic arrival 
time, the measured signal originated in the proton beam 
dose deposition volume. The acoustic frequency spectrum 
peaked at 10-20 kHz. At a single detector position, the 
arrival time can be measured with a standard deviation of 
0.6 µs (1 mm).  The difference between simulated and 
measured acoustic arrival times has a standard deviation of 
0.9 µs (1.4 mm).  
We report the first observation of acoustic emissions 
generated by a proton beam from a hospital-based clinical 
cyclotron. Based on the methods presented, acoustic-based 
techniques may provide <2 mm (standard deviation) accuracy 
in verification of proton range.  
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